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When it comes to business travel, Paris Region holds the world record in terms of accommodation capacity. In fact, the

region boasts nearly 2,500 hotels, totalling 157,000 rooms. Among the classi�ed rooms, 82.5% are categorized as 3* or

higher. 4* and 5* properties represent 42.7% of the classi�ed total for Paris and its region.

In 2018, 1 767 corporate events were organized across the 21 main exhibition centres and venues in Paris and its Region.

2.7 million people took part in these events.

18% of all the business trips to Paris Region are a result of a seminar or corporate event.

Business Clienteles generated 7.8 billion euros of tourism revenue for the capital region during 2018!

 

As part of the Paris Region Tourist Board, our team can help you access the widest range of the Paris Region event space,

unusual conference venues, business hotels and event planning available in this top congress destination.

We partner with more than 1000 business venues, tourist attractions and destination management services in Paris Ile-

de-France, representing the best the destination has to offer.

There is no charge for the Paris Region Tourist Board’s services. We are a not-for-pro�t public private association. This

means that our experts can share their entire wealth of knowledge and contacts with you, providing free and impartial

advice and assistance.

Our department is dedicated to helping event professionals, corporate meeting planners and incentive organisers. We can

help with all aspects of event planning, from handling RFPs to providing visitor information for delegates.

 

Contact the Business Tourism Department Team and �nd out more :

clienteles-affaires@visitparisregion.com

Why Choose Paris and its Region for Your Corporate Event ?

First class industrial and economic networks, an extensive transport system, extended

accommodation capacities and the quality of its exhibition halls are some of the reasons

that make Paris and its Region such an attractive destination.

Find venues and services

Find your venue !
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